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Estimating Neighborhood Choice Models:
Lessons from a Housing Assistance Experiment†
By Sebastian Galiani, Alvin Murphy, and Juan Pantano*
We use data from a housing-assistance experiment to estimate a
model of neighborhood choice. The experimental variation effectively randomizes the rents which households face and helps identify a key structural parameter. Access to two randomly selected
treatment groups and a control group allows for out-of-sample validation of the model. We simulate the effects of changing the subsidy-use constraints implemented in the actual experiment. We find
that restricting subsidies to even lower poverty neighborhoods would
substantially reduce take-up and actually increase average exposure
to poverty. Furthermore, adding restrictions based on neighborhood
racial composition would not change average exposure to either race
or poverty. (JEL I32, I38, R23, R38)
Sorting models have been used extensively in economics to model household
location decisions. Building on earlier theoretical work,1 there has been a large
recent empirical literature that employs the sorting framework to estimate preferences and the marginal willingness to pay for a host of public goods and amenities
such as school quality, crime, pollution, and the attributes of one’s neighbors.2 These
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1
For important theoretical contributions, see Ellickson (1971); Epple, Filimon, and Romer (1984); Epple and
Romer (1991); Epple and Romano (1998); and Nechyba (1999, 2000).
2
See, among others, Epple and Sieg (1999); Sieg et al. (2004); Bayer, McMillan, and Rueben (2004); Bayer,
Ferreira, and McMillan (2007); Ferreyra (2007); Walsh (2007); and Kuminoff (2012).
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models have been used to evaluate policy as they allow researchers to quantify the
benefits and costs of various policy interventions.
While the recent empirical literature has made many advances, we contribute to
the literature by using experimental data to estimate and validate a location choice
model.3 A key parameter in these models is the marginal utility of consumption,
which is typically recovered as the coefficient on consumption, where consumption
is naturally determined by price. This parameter is crucially important as it is necessary to estimate the marginal willingness to pay for amenities, as well as to evaluate
many types of policy proposals. However, there exists a fundamental endogeneity problem as housing prices are typically correlated with a location’s unobserved
attributes. While the literature has developed many clever instrumentation strategies, these strategies are typically derived directly from the model.4
In this paper we estimate a model of neighborhood choice using data from the
Moving to Opportunity (MTO) experiment. We use random variation in the rents
which households face to estimate our model.5 The unique features of these data
allow us to validate our model with out-of-sample measures of fit. Finally, we are
able to decompose the effects of the policy experiment and simulate the effects of
interesting alternative policies.
The starting point for our analysis is data from the MTO experiment. The MTO
data provide details on the demographic characteristics and location choices made
by households placed into one of three random assignment groups: a control group;
a treatment group given mobility counseling and housing subsidies that were conditioned on moving to a low-poverty neighborhood; and a treatment group that was
given unrestricted housing subsidies with no counseling. The MTO data have been
previously used to estimate the effect of the MTO intervention on labor market and
other outcomes, as well as estimating neighborhood effects.6 To our knowledge, we
are the first to leverage these data to estimate a model of neighborhood choice.
The two-treatment experimental data from the MTO experiment provide a unique
opportunity to pursue our research question. Usually when combining structural estimation with experimentally generated data, the econometrician may either exploit
the rich experimental variation to identify and estimate the model’s parameters, or
estimate the model using the control group data only and then validate the model by
predicting the outcomes observed in the treatment group data.7 As we have two separate treatment groups, we are able to do both; we use one treatment group (together

The closest the urban literature has come to using experimental data is Wong (2013), who estimates ethnic
preferences by cleverly exploiting ethnic housing quotas in Singapore as a natural experiment. Similarly, Bayer,
Ferreira, and McMillan (2007) embed the Black (1999) regression discontinuity design in their sorting model to
measure preferences for school quality. Using data from Michigan, Ferreyra (2009) uses a large nonexperimental
policy change to validate a model of location and school choice.
4
For example, Bayer, Ferreira, and McMillan (2007) use the equilibrium prices predicted by the model based
only on exogenous attributes as an instrumental variable.
5
As discussed in greater detail below, while randomization is important for identification of the parameter that
characterizes the marginal utility of consumption, the identification of other parameters is similar to the existing
literature.
6
See, among others, Katz, Kling, and Liebman (2001); Kling, Ludwig, and Katz (2005); and Kling, Liebman,
and Katz (2007).
7
If the model does a successful job at reproducing the experimental data, the researcher can be more confident
in using the model to simulate alternative policies.
3
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with the control group) for estimation of the location-choice model and reserve the
other treatment group for out-of-sample validation.8
We are then able to address various important policy questions. In particular, we
are able to (i) disentangle the separate quantitative roles of two features of the actual
experimental treatment; (ii) examine the impact of changing one of the key features
of the experiment; and (iii) consider the consequences of adding race-based location constraints on the use of housing subsidies. Given the nature of our model, we
can evaluate these alternative policies by simulating their associated neighborhood
choice patterns and subsidy take-up rates.
In addition to having location restrictions on subsidy use, the experimental treatment group received mobility counseling, which among other things trained households so they could eventually have more successful interviews with landlords.
Barring further experimentation, the effects of bundled randomized treatments, like
the combination of mobility counseling and location restrictions, cannot be disentangled without relying on a model. Theoretically, location restrictions should
reduce the subsidy take-up rate and mobility counseling should increase it. In the
MTO data, the treatment group which receives both mobility counseling and location restrictions is approximately 13 percent less likely to use the subsidy compared
with the group assigned the unrestricted subsidy and no mobility counseling. With
our parameter estimates we can disentangle the two effects, and we find that location restrictions alone (i.e., not supplemented by counseling) would reduce subsidy
take-up by 47 percent.
We find that changing the maximum allowed poverty rate of the destination
neighborhood (in the restrictions for subsidy use) has a large impact on take-up
rates. For example, only 16 percent of households would use the subsidy under a
more stringent restriction that limits subsidy use to neighborhoods with a poverty
rate under 5 percent. An important implication of this is that more stringent location constraints designed with the goal of exposing the target population to lower
neighborhood poverty rates could end up backfiring. In our simulations, assigned
households (including those who decide not to use the voucher) end up exposed,
on average, to higher neighborhood poverty rates because of their lower subsidy
take-up.
Finally, our desegregation experiment considers further limiting where households can move to based on the racial composition of the destination neighborhoods.
We find that, compared with the MTO experimental subsidy, the alternative policy
that supplements poverty-based constraints with race-based constraints would, on
average, expose households to the same neighborhood characteristics but would
lower the subsidy take-up rate.
Structural estimation combined with (and disciplined by) experimentally generated data can be quite useful
for policy evaluation. Indeed, one of the earliest applications of this approach was actually in the field of housing
subsidies. Wise (1985) exploits a housing subsidy experiment to evaluate a model of housing demand. Todd and
Wolpin (2006) estimate a structural model of school attendance using only control observations from the randomized evaluation of the PROGRESA intervention. They use the treatment group for validation purposes by examining
whether simulation of treatment using the estimated model can replicate the observed pattern of behavior for the
treatment group in the interventions. Attanasio, Meghir, and Santiago (2012) also use data from PROGRESA but
argue that instead of using it for validation, it is important to exploit the exogenous variation induced by the experiment for estimation purposes. Another example of work combining a structural model and experimental data is
Duflo, Hanna, and Ryan (2012).
8
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The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section I discusses the MTO
program and the data. Our model is outlined in Section II and Section III describes
the estimation strategy and results. We present the model fit and validation exercises
in Section IV and policy evaluations in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes.
I. Experimental Background and Data

A. The Moving to Opportunity Experiments
In the mid-1990s, the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
along with the public housing authorities (PHAs) in five metropolitan areas
(Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, and New York City) carried out the
Moving To Opportunity experiments. The main objective of MTO was to evaluate the role that neighborhoods play in shaping various outcomes for low-income
households receiving housing assistance. Within each PHA’s jurisdiction, eligible
households living in public or project-based housing were allowed to enroll and
participate in the experiment. These households were randomly assigned to one of
three groups.
The first group was a pure control group that continued to receive public housing
assistance in public housing projects. We refer to this group as the control group.
The second group was an experimental treatment group that received restricted
tenant-based Section 8 rental assistance. The Section 8 subsidies could only be used
in areas with less than 10 percent poverty. This group also received training sessions
which, among other things, helped them do a better job interviewing landlords about
potential rental units outside the public housing project. We refer to this group as
the experimental group. The third group was a treatment group that received the
standard, unrestricted Section 8 subsidies. In this case the subsidies could be used
without any location constraints. Like the control group, this group did not receive
any mobility counseling. We refer to this group as the Section 8 group.
Random assignment of households started in 1994 and continued through 1998.
Each household completed a baseline interview at time of random assignment. A
follow-up was conducted in 2001. Upon receiving a subsidy offer, a household in
the Section 8 group planning to use the subsidy was given 90 days to find an apartment and sign a lease. Households in the experimental group were given an additional month to find an apartment complying with the location constraint and were
required to stay in the low-poverty area for at least one year. They were allowed to
use the subsidy in an unrestricted way after that.9
Most of the research on the impact of the MTO experiments has focused
on 
experimental-control comparisons and as such, has carefully estimated
intent-to-treat (ITT) and treatment-on-the-treated (TOT) parameters. See, for example, Katz, Kling, and Liebman (2001); Ludwig, Duncan, and Hirschfield (2001);
and Kling, Ludwig, and Katz (2005).10
9
A dynamic model that captures this option value would be needed to formally capture this feature of the experimental subsidy. In order to keep the model tractable, we abstract away from this type of forward-looking behavior.
10
In addition to published academic articles discussed here, excellent summaries and policy-oriented compilations of this research can be found in the volume edited by Goering and Feins (2003) on early site-specific findings
and in the interim evaluation report by Orr et al. (2003).
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In an earlier paper, Katz, Kling, and Liebman (2001) exploit the variation generated by the MTO experiment in Boston. They document that baseline characteristics were similar for all groups, indicating a successful randomization. A year after
randomization however, those who had moved lived in very different areas than
those who had not. They show that, as expected, the experimental treatment was
more successful than the unrestricted Section 8 treatment in relocating poor families
into low-poverty areas. On the other hand, the unrestricted Section 8 assistance was
more effective in getting more families out of the public housing projects (i.e., unrestricted subsidies had a higher take-up rate).
Kling, Liebman, and Katz (2007) moved beyond estimation of ITT and TOT
parameters and examined the question of estimating neighborhood effects using the
MTO experiment. In particular, they examined the relationship between a neighborhood’s poverty rate and various outcomes.11 They found that a neighborhood with
lower poverty rates improves mental health outcomes and has gender-specific effects
on youth risky behavior (with reductions for females and increases for males).12
An important feature of the experiments is the take-up rate of the subsidies.
Shroder (2003) documents that the rate at which the subsidy was actually used
by the experimental group was lower than the one from the unrestricted Section 8
group, despite the fact that experimental households received mobility counseling.
Shroder concludes that location constraints had strong effects and trumped the positive effects of counseling.13 Below we use our structural model to disentangle the
separate roles of counseling and location restrictions.
B. The Data
Our main datasets contains information for all households in the interim evaluation sample from the MTO experiment. This information was collected in a follow-up survey conducted in 2001. In addition, we have information collected at
baseline for each of these MTO households.14 In this paper, we focus on data from
Boston. The MTO microdata provide us with initial location, neighborhood choice,
household demographic characteristics (e.g., race, household size, marital status),
household income, random assignment group, subsidy take-up decision, and indicators of propensity to move out of the public housing project (e.g., whether they are
dissatisfied with the neighborhood, whether the household had moved at least three
times in the last five years, whether the household had applied for Section 8 subsidies in the past). For households who use the subsidy offered through MTO, we
11
Given the endogeneity problems induced by residential choices, the model was estimated by two-stage least
squares (2SLS) using a full set of site-by-treatment interactions as the excluded instruments for the neighborhood
poverty rate in the first stage.
12
See also Aliprantis (2011) for a reanalysis of these findings. Beyond MTO, Jacob and Ludwig (2012) analyzed a different housing voucher experiment and found that housing assistance has a negative effect on labor
supply and earnings.
13
Shroder (2003) pooled data from all the five MTO sites and introduced site effects in his logit models of
take-up. Even when some sites like Boston had only one counseling agency, the effect of counseling could then be
identified in Shroder (2003) by allowing for a parametric relationship between the intensity of counseling services
and the probability of voucher use. Baltimore and Boston only had one counseling agency, whereas the larger sites
(Chicago, Los Angeles, and New York) each had two. See also Feins, McInnis, and Popkin (1997) for ratings of
counseling intensity across MTO agencies.
14
For more details on the MTO data, see Orr (2011).
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Table 1—MTO Data Descriptive Statistics

White
Household income ($1,000s)
Never married
Household size
Applied to Section 8 before
Moved three times before
Dissatisfied with neighborhood
Observations

Control

Experimental

Section 8

Total

0.07
11.8
0.63
3.38
0.56
0.15
0.30

0.11
11.9
0.64
3.07
0.52
0.15
0.33

0.10
11.3
0.69
3.26
0.61
0.15
0.27

0.09
11.7
0.65
3.23
0.56
0.15
0.30

165

204

172

541

Notes: Final analysis sample from Boston. Single headed households enrolled in the MTO demonstration. Variables
in the table are measured at baseline. Annual household income in 1,000s of 1997 US$ includes welfare payments
for those on welfare and estimated labor income for those working. See text for details.

observe the neighborhood where they use the subsidy and, for those observations,
we treat this as our measure of neighborhood choice. For those households who do
not use a subsidy, we use the neighborhood of residence in 2001. One of the key
features of the subsidy is the fair market rent (FMR) which determines the amount
of rent a household must pay. 15
After cleaning the data, we end up with a final sample of 541 observations.
Appendix A provides more details regarding the variables used in our analysis
and the selection of our final sample. Table 1 presents descriptive statistics. As can
be seen in the table, the data from our final analysis sample retain good covariate
balance, preserving the value of randomization across control, experimental, and
Section 8 groups.
We also exploit data from the 2000 population census. In particular, we use
Summary File 3 data to create neighborhood characteristics (percent white and distance to jobs).16 From Summary File 4, we obtain data on renter counts by income
bracket and race for each neighborhood. By reweighting these data, we can compute
neighborhood shares for a population with characteristics similar to the MTO sample, based on renter status, race, and income.17 These shares are a key input to our
estimation strategy that controls for unobserved neighborhood attributes. To obtain
neighborhood poverty rates, we rely on 1990 population census data at the six-digit
census tract level. These were the numbers that were checked against to verify compliance with the poverty-based location constraint.
The other data sources we use are DataQuick transactions data on housing sales
in Boston, which we use to compute neighborhood level price indexes, and the

15

Since 1995, FMR is set at the fortieth percentile of the rents in the metropolitan area. The effective FMR is
different for different households depending on their characteristics because there are different FMRs for housing
units with different number of bedrooms. We use the Boston FMRs from 1997 and assign the two-bedroom FMR to
two- or three-person households, the three-bedroom FMR to four-person households, and the four-bedroom FMR
to households with five or more members.
16
We also retrieve the median rent in each of the neighborhoods in which MTO households were originally
located. Since in our model households can choose different quantities of housing, we do not use these median rents
as measures of market rent. We do use them to normalize the housing endowment, (i.e., the quantity of housing
consumed at baseline for MTO households living in public housing projects).
17
See Appendix A for reweighting details.
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5 percent census micro-level data from IPUMS for Boston, which we use to compute the share of income spent on housing.18
For our model and estimation approach, we define neighborhoods as six-digit
census tracts and the choice set includes 585 six-digit census tracts in the Boston
primary metropolitan statistical area.19 Many of these census tracts are not chosen by MTO participants. For Boston, the post-treatment distribution of households
across census tracts is very dispersed. MTO households ended up scattered over 137
census tracts in Boston. Initially, however, they were distributed in a more narrow
set of 25 census tracts, essentially corresponding to the census tracts in which the
targeted public housing projects were located.
Before going to the model we briefly document the patterns of take-up in the
sample. Table 2 presents the results from estimating the following linear p robability
model of take-up where D
 idenotes take-up (i.e., use of the subsidy), Gi denotes
assignment group, and Z
 idenotes demographic characteristics of the households,

(1) Di  = α0  + α1{Gi  = Experimental}  + α2{Gi  = Section 8} + Z  ′i  β + ui  .

As can be seen in Table 2, the take-up rate for the Section 8 group is substantially
higher than for the experimental group. There is an 8-percentage-point gap (55 percent versus 63 percent) in take-up rates.20 This suggests that restrictions on location
outweigh any positive effect that mobility counseling may have had. Note, however,
that we are only able to observe their combined effects and cannot identify their
independent magnitudes.
Finally, to appreciate the value of imposing structure, it is worthwhile considering what data would be needed otherwise. With an infinite budget for experiments,
we would want to create several experimental groups, each with varying restrictions
on the destination neighborhoods and with different experimental arms with and
without counseling. This would allow us to estimate take-up rates separately for
each possible unique treatment. Without access to these ideal data, we alternatively
specify a structural model of neighborhood choice, estimate the structural parameters of the model with data from the control group and the experimental group, and
externally validate the model with data from the Section 8 group. With estimates of
the structural model in hand, we can simulate the effect of other policies not implemented during the experiment.
Our contribution lies in emphasizing a rather unexplored use of the experimental
data generated by MTO. Our aim is to leverage the data to credibly estimate parameters that are the key inputs to a set of counterfactual policy experiments. Our counterfactual simulations ultimately allow us to get a sense of what the effect of other
feasible policies would be without incurring the cost and time involved in running
new experiments.

For details on IPUMS data, see Ruggles et al. (2010).
Defining neighborhoods at the census tract level is the natural choice as this was the definition used by the
MTO program officers to determine eligibility for the experimental subsidy. We only include counties for which
we can construct the house price index. These counties are Suffolk (which includes the city of Boston), Norfolk,
Middlesex, and Essex. Appendix A provides more details on the construction of the choice set.
20
Given randomization, controlling for covariates in the second column makes no difference to the results.
18
19
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Table 2—Subsidy Take-Up

Experimental
Section 8
White

(1)

(2)

0.554***
(0.0349)
0.634***
(0.0368)

0.540***
(0.0348)
0.624***
(0.0374)
0.142**
(0.0557)
0.0174
(0.0253)
0.0227
(0.0367)
−0.0253*
(0.0147)
0.110***
(0.0351)
0.0969**
(0.0451)
0.127***
(0.0363)
−0.0734
(0.0716)

541

541

Household income
Never married
Household size
Applied to Section 8 before
Moved three times before
Dissatisfied with neighborhood
Constant
Observations

Notes: Boston MTO final analysis sample. The dependent variable is equal to 1 if the household uses the subsidy, and equal to zero otherwise. Control group observations are the omitted category but they were not given subsidies so their dependent variable is always zero, and
the regression without covariates in column 1 goes through the origin. Robust standard errors
in parentheses.
*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
** Significant at the 5 percent level.
  * Significant at the 10 percent level.

II. The Model

Our model falls into the broad framework of empirical urban sorting models. We
use a discrete choice approach that allows for unobserved attributes for each neighborhood.21 While this literature has been well established, the use of these models
to study either renter behavior or housing assistance policy is in its infancy. An
example is Geyer (2011), who uses data from Pittsburgh to study housing assistance
policy.22 The primary difference between the approach taken here and previous sorting models is our use of experimental data.

Following earlier work by McFadden (1974), the literature on discrete choice significantly gained in popularity after Berry (1994) and Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995) hereafter, BLP showed how to allow for unobserved product characteristics and conduct estimation using aggregate shares of the chosen characteristics. In recent
papers, Berry and Haile (2010, 2014) have clarified the conditions for identification of these BLP-type models for
cases in which the econometrician has only access to aggregate data and/or microdata. Among other possibilities,
they emphasize the need for price instruments such as those used in Waldfogel (2003) for identification. Our work
has the potential to contribute to this literature by showing that experimental variation in the price of the alternatives
can be exploited to achieve identification.
22
See Geyer and Sieg (2013) for a model which focuses on public-housing assistance rather than subsidy-based
assistance, which we focus on here.
21
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Given random assignment G
 i  ∈ { 0, 1, 2}into either the control (Gi  = 0),
experimental (Gi  = 1), or Section 8 (Gi  = 2) groups, our model considers households’ simultaneous choice of residential neighborhood and consumption of nonhousing and housing services.23 The treated households (Gi  ∈ { 1, 2}) will be
simultaneously considering a decision D
 iof whether to use the assigned subsidy
or not. Households make a neighborhood choice d i  = jaccording to their pref i.24
erences for neighborhood characteristics X
 jand household’s characteristics Z
Within each potential neighborhood, a household must optimally choose how much
of their income to allocate to the consumption of housing services. Household utility is maximized subject to both the corresponding budget constraint and the other
constraints associated with the rules for subsidy use. Neighborhoods in the model
are heterogeneous in both observable and unobservable ways.
Household i’s utility depends on overall household consumption, C
 i , which is
comprised of nonhousing consumption, Qi , and housing services consumption, Hi.
Utility also depends on observable and unobservable neighborhood attributes, respectively Xjand ξj  , household characteristics, Zi , and unobserved household-specific
taste shocks for each neighborhood, ϵ ij. We denote the vector of preference parameters by θ.
Household i maximizes utility by choosing a neighborhood di  = j ∈ {1, … , J }
among the available neighborhoods, including the option of staying in the same
public housing unit ( j = jt−1)  , at the same time as choosing optimal levels of nonhousing and housing services.25 Our model assumes away any problem of lack of
information about neighborhood characteristics, which is in common with all previous papers in the literature of residential choice. Households assigned to either the
experimental or the Section 8 treatment groups also effectively choose whether to
use the subsidy (Di  = 1).26
Therefore, households are solving
(2)	  max  U(C( Qi  , Hi  ), Xj  , ξj  , Zi  , ji, t−1  , ϵij  , θ),


{di, Qi, Hi}

subject to a budget constraint where the price of nonhousing services is normalized
to 1, the out-of-pocket rent payment for housing services is given by R
 ij , and income
is denoted by I i,
(3)	
Qi  + Rij  = Ii  .
The out-of-pocket rent function takes as its arguments housing services, Hi  ; treatment group assignment, Gi; an indicator Sifor whether the household receives
the housing assistance subsidy in the form of a voucher (v) or a certificate (c);27
23

As discussed in Section I, a neighborhood is defined as a six-digit census tract.
Based on results in Kling, Liebman, and Katz (2007), we assume households anticipate no income differences across neighborhoods.
25
This model follows closely the models presented in Bayer, Keohane, and Timmins (2009) and Geyer (2011).
26
Given the structure of our model, subsidy use D
 imaps directly into neighborhood choice. Whenever a
Section 8 group household moves, it does so using the subsidy. Therefore, for these households D
 i  = 1 whenever
j ≠ ji, t−1. An experimental group household uses the subsidy whenever it moves to a low-poverty neighborhood,
so Di  = 1whenever j ≠ ji, t−1 and Povj  < 10 percent. 
27
See Olsen (2003) for a comprehensive discussion of different housing assistance subsidies.
24
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neighborhood choice (including its rental price of a unit of housing services, rj  , and
its poverty rate, Povj   ), j; baseline neighborhood choice, jt−1; household income, Ii;
and features of the subsidy program, (σ, ρi   , τ).In addition to its format, S i , the actual
subsidy depends on the share of household income that must be paid, σ
 ; the subsidy
cap, ρi;28 and the restriction on a neighborhood’s poverty rate, τ.29 For those receiving the voucher, the subsidy amount is equal to ρ
 i   − σ Ii.30 This is subject to a constraint that out-of-pocket rent cannot be negative. For those receiving a certificate,
the out-of-pocket rent is σ Iias long as the market rent, rj Hi , is less than or equal to
the fair market rent cap, ρi . If the market rent exceeds the cap, the household must
pay the full market rent. For those in the experimental group who move to a neighborhood where poverty exceeds the poverty cutoff, τ  , the household must pay the
full market rent, regardless of subsidy format, S i. Figure 1 in Appendix C illustrates
the out-of-pocket rent function:

⎪
⎪
⎧

σ Ii

if j = 
ji, t−1  , all  Gi

rj Hi

if j ≠ ji, t−1  , Gi  = Control

rj Hi

if j ≠ 
ji, t−1  , Gi  = Exp,  Si  = v, Povj > τ

max{0, rj Hi  − [ρi  − σ Ii]} if j ≠ ji, t−1  , Gi  = Sec 8,  Si  = v

max 0, r H  − [ρ   − σ I]  if j ≠ 
j

i
i
i}
i, t−1
i
i
j
{ j        
     

       


      
      
      
    
     

 
(4) Rij ⎨       

⎩

σ Ii

rj Hi
rj Hi
σ Ii

rj Hi

  , G  = Exp,  S  = v, Pov  < τ

if j ≠ 
ji, t−1  , Gi  = Sec 8,  Si  = c,  rj Hi  ≤ ρi

if j ≠ 
ji, t−1  , Gi  = Sec 8,  Si  = c,  rj Hi  > ρi
if j ≠ 
ji, t−1  , Gi  = Exp,  Si  = c, Povj  > τ

if j ≠ 
ji, t−1  , Gi  = Exp,  Si  = c, Povj  < τ, rj Hi  ≤ ρi

if j ≠ ji, t−1  , Gi  = Exp,  Si  = c, Povj  < τ, rj Hi  > ρi.

We parameterize the direct utility function for household iassociated with choosing neighborhood j as
(5)	
Uij  = C iβ     e  X  ′j    β  i  +λij1{ j≠ji, t−1}+ξj +ϵij,
C

X

where overall consumption, Ci , is parameterized as
(1−β  H)

 Hi  β      , 
(6)	
Ci  = Q i 
H

where ϵi jis i.i.d. Type 1 extreme value, and where 1{ x}is an indicator function that
equals 1 whenever xis true and equals zero otherwise. The parameter β  C controls
how strongly the household trades off consumption of ( Qi  , Hi) against neighborhood
28
At the beginning of the actual MTO implementation the cap ρiwas the forty-fifth percentile of the distribution
of rents in the metropolitan area. Since 1995, the cap is set at the fortieth percentile. These numbers are the fair
market rents (FMR). σ
 is set at 30 percent.
29
We assume that a household in the control group faces the market rental price of housing services, {
 r jm  }j=1
  J  ,
if they choose to move. We ignore transfers or reassignments to public housing projects located in different neighborhoods. See Appendix A for more details.
30
In our data, ρ
 i is always greater than σ Ii.
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amenities (Xj  , ξj ).Noting that Xjis a vector of Kattributes, we specify the household-specific parameters β   Xi   as
(7)	
β    Xi, k  = β    X0, k + β   X1, k Zi,
where   β  X1  captures how the utility parameters vary with household demographic
characteristics, Z
 i.
The moving cost λijis specified as
(8)	
λij  = λ0  + λ1 Distj, ji, t−1  + λ2  1{Gi  = 1}
and it is only paid if the household moves (i.e., if j ≠ ji, t−1). It is allowed to vary
with Dist j, ji, t−1 which is the distance in miles from the original neighborhood, j i, t−1  ,
to any alternative neighborhood, j. As those in the experimental group (Gi  = 1)
receive mobility counseling, we allow their moving cost to differ (by amount λ
 2)
from the baseline moving costs (λ0  + λ1 Distj, ji, t−1) faced by the other groups.31
Conditional on choosing a neighborhood j , agents choose housing services optimally by maximizing (6) subject to the budget constraint (3). Let H
 i  ∗j  denote household i’s optimal choice of housing services. Optimal consumption is then given by
(9)	
Ci  ∗j   = (Ii  − Rij  ( j, Gi  , Hi  ∗j    ))  (1−β  ) (Hi  ∗j  )  β  .
H

H

Plugging in optimal consumption and taking logs allows us to define the log
indirect utility function:
(10)	
vij  = β  C  log (Ci  ∗j  ) + X  ′j    β   Xi    + λij  1{ j ≠ ji, t−1}  + ξj  + ϵij.
Employing the definition of the household-specific utility parameters and
c ollecting neighborhood-level effects into the fixed effect, δj , allows us to rewrite vij
as
(11)	
vij  = β  C  log (Ci  ∗j    ) + δj  + X  ′j    β   X1   Zi  + λij  1{ j ≠ ji, t−1}  + ϵij  ,
where δj is given by

(12)	
δj  = X  ′j    β  X0    + ξj  .
To complete the model, we need to solve for the optimal level of housing services, H
 i  ∗j  . If households stay in their existing neighborhood, they have no choice
over the level of Hijto consume and must consume their endowment, Hij  e   , regardless of assignment category. For control group movers and those in the experimental group who move to a neighborhood where the poverty rate, Povj , exceeds the
31
We think of mobility counseling as providing mobility skills. While we cannot identify the exact mechanisms
by which mobility counseling operates to reduce moving costs, our aim is to account for mobility counseling in
order to avoid making incorrect inference about the importance of the location constraints.
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allowable threshold, τ  , the relevant budget constraint is R
 ij  = rj Hi. In this case,
maximizing (6) subject to (3) yields the standard Cobb-Douglas optimal level of
housing services,
Ii
(13)	
Hi  ∗j    = β  H  _
rj  .

For experimental group movers who comply with the restriction (Pov j  < τ) and
for all Section 8 group movers, the relevant budget constraint when receiving the
subsidy in the form of a voucher is Rij  = max{0, rj Hi  − [ρi   − σ Ii]}. In this case,
optimal housing services are given by
(1 − σ ) Ii  + ρi _
ρ   − σ Ii

(14)	
Hij  ∗   = max
 {β  H  _
  
  
,   i r  
r  

 }.


j

j

Finally, for those receiving a certificate, it will always be optimal for the household to choose housing services such that the rent is exactly equal to the certificate
value; choosing lower levels does not reduce rent (i.e., it remains at σ Ii) and choosing higher levels results in forfeiture of the subsidy. Therefore,
ρi 
(15)	
Hi  ∗j    =  _
rj   .
The (log) indirect utility functions can then be calculated by combining the optimal housing service expressions with (9) and (11). These indirect utility functions
are provided in Appendix B. Overall, the model provides a rich representation of
household residential mobility decisions and captures how those mobility decisions
may be influenced by housing assistance policy parameters.
III. Estimation

A. Estimation Overview and Identification Strategy
To estimate the model, we develop a novel estimation approach that makes use
of both the experimental data provided by MTO and the large-sample nature of US
census data. This approach allows us to identify the marginal utility of consumption
using the experimental data while still controlling for unobserved neighborhood
attributes using the census data. We first discuss the identification of the marginal
utility of consumption parameter, β
   C , where our approach differs from the existing
literature and where we rely heavily on the randomization created by the experiment. We then discuss the identification of the other parameters of the model, where
we follow closely standard existing approaches.32

32
See, for example, Berry (1994); Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995, 2004); Epple and Sieg (1999); Sieg et al.
(2004); Bayer, Ferreira, and McMillan (2007); Ferreyra (2007); Walsh (2007); Kuminoff (2012); Bayer, Keohane,
and Timmins (2009); Bayer, McMillan, and Rueben (2004); Geyer (2011); and Wong (2013).
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As it is variation in consumption levels that identifies the marginal utility of consumption parameter, β
   C , it is instructive to consider what generates variation in
consumption. We interpret the MTO randomization as providing purely random
variation in the out-of-pocket rental prices that households face across neighborhoods. When considering moving, households in the control group face the market
rent in each neighborhood. The experimental group faces a reduced rent in some
neighborhoods (i.e., the ones that satisfy the location constraint). The experiment
therefore generates variation in consumption across assignment groups. Holding
household characteristics fixed, for any neighborhood with poverty higher than the
threshold, consumption is the same across assignment groups. However, for any
neighborhood with poverty lower than the threshold, the subsidy ensures that consumption is higher for the experimental assignment. This random variation in rents
(and therefore consumption) is key to identifying the key parameter β  C without
relying on the typical model-based exclusion restrictions that are necessary to form
instruments. As Rijis randomly different for the control and experimental group participants, their neighborhood-specific consumption levels will differ and we would
expect the two groups to make different location decisions. This difference in location decisions identifies the marginal utility of consumption coefficient, β  C.
It is worth noting that consumption does also vary within assignment groups. We
can decompose this within-group variation in consumption into two sources. The
first is the variation in log consumption across neighborhoods, conditional on moving. This variation is not used for identification as, conditional on moving, log consumption factors into an individual-specific constant (which does not affect location
decisions) and a neighborhood-specific price term (which is perfectly colinear with
the neighborhood fixed effect).33 The second within-group source of variation is
the fact that consumption will differ between remaining in the initial location and
moving to another neighborhood. This variation in log consumption does help identify β
   C , however, this source is available only because we observe both the initial
location and the subsequent choice of location.34 If we did not observe this feature
of the data and used only within-group variation, β  Cwould be subsumed into the
fixed effect.35
Turning to the other parameters of the model, the MTO microdata reveal how the
location decisions vary with demographic characteristics. Therefore, we are able to
identify β
    X1   , the parameters governing how individual characteristics affect preferences for neighborhood attributes.
The propensity to move in the control group identifies the baseline moving cost
parameter λ
 0 and how the propensity to move varies with distance identifies λ1. As
we observe a different propensity to move across assignment groups, we can also
This can be seen in equations (30) and (33) in Appendix B.
More specifically, the dependence of the decision to move on income and housing-service levels in the initial
location helps identify β  C. When we only use this variation for estimation (i.e., by estimating using the control
group only), we get an imprecise and insignificant estimate for β  C , which suggests that the experimentally generated variation is the key source of identifying power. See Section IIIC for more details.
35
Therefore, if our data were less rich, β  C (along with neighborhood housing rental prices) would be subsumed
into the fixed effect and we could decompose the fixed effect in exactly the same way as the previous literature.
However, we can take advantage of the fact that given our data, β  Cis not subsumed into the fixed effect. As such,
our data provide an alternative way to estimate the marginal utility of consumption parameter. Of course, nothing
about this logic invalidates the existing approaches for estimating the marginal utility of consumption.
33
34
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identify how moving costs differ for the experimental group, which is captured by
the parameter λ
 2 .
To control for unobserved neighborhood attributes, we rely on a data strategy
that combines the MTO microdata with US census aggregate data. The census data
provide the joint distribution of demographic attributes and neighborhood choices
among renters in the Boston metropolitan area. A key component of the estimation
is that the location shares predicted by the model must match the empirical shares
found in the census, which identifies δj .36
B. Estimation Details
Optimal housing services depend on β
   H , which is the relative utility weight on
housing services in the Cobb-Douglas specification for overall consumption given
in (6). We follow Bayer, Keohane, and Timmins (2009) and set this parameter equal
to the median share of income spent on housing services. To do this, we use the
5 percent census microdata to create a sample of households located in our choice
set with the same distribution of income and race as in the MTO sample. We set β
   H
equal to 0.312, which is the median share of income spent of housing in this sample.
 n denote
To estimate r j , we follow the approach of Sieg et al. (2002). Letting P
sales price, letting Wndenote a vector of house attributes for house n , and parameterizing log (Hn) = W  ′n  γ , we recover rjby estimating the following equation using
a dataset containing housing transactions in the Boston primary metropolitan statistical area (PMSA) between 1988 and 2009:37
(16)	log (Pnj) = log (rj) + W  ′n  γ + νnj.
As the level of housing services that must be consumed if a household doesn’t
move, H  e , is not observed, we assume that it is proportional to the median level of
housing services in that neighborhood, where the median level of housing services
medianrentj

can be recovered as _
 
.38
rj 

The main estimation routine then proceeds in two steps. In the first step, the
parameter vector, θ
  , is chosen to maximize the log-likelihood of observing the MTO
data, subject to a constraint that the model’s predicted shares must match those
found in the census. Note that in addition to β
   C  , β  X1    , λ0  , λ1   , λ2  , the vector of location-specific fixed effects, δ  , is estimated in this initial step. In the second step, these
δare decomposed into a function of the observable neighborhood characteristics as
given by equation (12), which allow us to recover the remaining parameters, β  X0  .
Letting N
 denote the number of MTO observations, the probability that household ichooses location jwhen receiving housing subsidies sis given by π  sij .

36
As discussed below, we estimate β  X0  by using instrumental variables (IV) to decompose δj . This is done similar to Bayer, Ferreira, and McMillan (2007) and Geyer (2011).
37 
Wnincludes age, lot size, house size, number of bathrooms, number of bedrooms, number of stories, number
of units, and year dummies.
38
We normalize the constant of proportionality to 0.5.
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exp(β  C  log (Cij  ∗    (s)) + δj  + X  ′j   β  X1   Zi  + λij  1{ j ≠ ji, t−1} )
π  sij   =  ____________________________________________
      
      
 ,
J
 k=1  exp(β  C  log (Cik  ∗    (s)) + δk  + X  k′   β  X1   Zi  + λik  1{k ≠ ji, t−1} ) 
∑

where Cij  ∗    (s)is the optimal consumption that household i would receive from choosing neighborhood jwhen receiving the subsidy with format s . Recall that s = v for
vouchers and s = cfor certificates. Since the format of housing assistance is unobserved, we integrate over it by letting πij  = π  vij   Pr{S = v}  + π  cij   Pr{S = c}.39 The
C
X
  J )  that solves
first estimation step finds the vector θ
 = 
(β    , β  1    , λ0  , λ1  , λ2   , {δj } j=1
the following problem:
N

J

    
  ∑    ∑   log (πij )1{di  = j} ,
(18)	
max


θ

i=1 j=1

subject to
cen
(19)	
π  cen
j    (θ) = π  j     ∀ j,

where π
   cen
j  is the empirical share of households who choose neighborhood jin the
census data and π  cen
j    (θ)is the model prediction for this share based on a given
parameter guess θ
 . To compute π
   cen
j  we reweight the census microdata to ensure that
the distribution of race and household income matches that of MTO households.40
For each trial of ( β  C  , β  X1    , λ0   , λ1   , λ2)  , the constraint fully determines the value
 δj }j  J=1 that satisfy the constraint can be done
of {δj }j  J=1. Finding the values of {
quickly using the following contraction mapping
cen
cen m
  = δ  m
(20)	
δ  m+1
j 
j    + log (π  j    ) − log (π  j    (δ  ))  ∀ j  ,

where for a given δ,the predicted share of neighborhood jis given by the model as


∑  π  cen
r  (Z = z).
(21)	
π  cen
j    (δ) = 
j    (δ, z) P  
z



The probability of household ichoosing a neighborhood j  , π  cen
ij    (θ ) , is formed in a
similar way to equation (17). However, we interpret the census shares as coming
from a long-run model and set λ
 i jto zero. We also assume the households in the
census data face the market rent. In order to calculate the predicted shares, we need
the joint distribution of the demographic characteristics, Pr (Z). We have constrained
the census data to match the MTO distribution of race and income and additionally
assume that the distribution of other attributes conditional on race and income is the
same in MTO and census.
While our estimation strategy is similar to Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995)
and Bayer, McMillan, and Rueben (2004), as we use a contraction mapping, there
39

Certificates and vouchers were themselves randomly assigned. Two-thirds of MTO households assigned to
either the Section 8 group or experimental group received vouchers and one-third received certificates. Therefore in
estimation we use Pr{S = v}  =  _23  and Pr{S = c}  = _13 .
40
We compute the neighborhood shares by reweighting and aggregating the neighborhood choices made by
households observed in the census. Appendix A provides more details on the reweighting procedure.
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is one important difference. In our estimation strategy, we are able to consistently
estimate β
   Cin a first step as we have household-level variation in rental prices, Rij 
 ijis random and therefore
and therefore Cij; as we include ξjin δj , the variation in C
uncorrelated with ϵi j.
The clean identification of β  Cin the first stage using the experimental variation
in out-of-pocket rent means that we do not have to find instruments for rent. As discussed above, finding appropriate instruments in BLP-style models can be difficult
and has typically required clever, but explicit, use of the model’s assumptions in the
urban literature.
  J )is sufficient to conduct the counterKnowing θ
 = (β  C  , β  X1    , λ0   , λ1   , λ2  , {δj }j=1
factual policy simulations described in Section V. However, to obtain measures of
willingness to pay for neighborhood attributes requires estimating β  X0  in the second
stage:
(22)	
δ̂ j  = X  j′    β  X0    + ξj.
Since two of our attributes (Percent Whitej and Povj   ) partially reflect the aggregate
characteristics of fellow renters in the same choice model, the sorting model suggests that these characteristics will likely be correlated with ξj.41 As such, estimating using IV is appropriate and consequently we require instruments for these two
characteristics. For each neighborhood j , we use the average percentage of white
neighbors and the average poverty rate in neighborhoods similar to j (excluding j
from the average).42 Finally, it is worth noting that the experimental variation only
contributes to the identification of the first stage and not the second stage where the
unit of observation is a neighborhood.
C. Estimation Results
We consider a parsimonious specification of our model. For household attributes, Z
 i , we include household size as well as dummy variables for whether the
household head was white, was never married, had previously applied to Section 8,
had previously moved three times, or was very dissatisfied with their neighborhood.
For neighborhood characteristics, X
 j , we include the poverty rate, the percentage
white—two attributes which play a critical role in the design of the housing assistance programs we analyze—as well as measures of school quality and distance to
jobs.
Table 3 presents the point estimates for the structural parameters of the neighborhood-choice model. As expected, the estimate of β  Cis positive, meaning that
reducing rental prices, and therefore increasing consumption, increases utility. With
regard to the moving cost parameters, we find that λ
 0is negative and, as such, moving reduces utility. We find λ
 1 is also negative, so that moving costs increase in
41
The two neighborhood attributes (Percent Whitej and Povj) are computed across all households in neighborhood j , regardless of whether they are renters or owners.
42
To define which neighborhoods are similar, we follow Geyer (2011) and use the k-means algorithm to partition the choice set into clusters of similar neighborhoods, using the other two attributes (school quality and distance
to jobs) along with the median year in which the rental units in the neighborhood were built to assess the degree
of similarity.
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Table 3—Estimated Parameters
Consumption

βC

White
Never married
Household size
Applied to Section 8 before
Moved three times before
Very dissatisfied
Baseline

White
Never married
Household size
Applied to Section 8 before
Moved three times before
Very dissatisfied
Baseline

β1
β0

β1
β0

Mobility costs

Coefficient

SE

4.33

0.48

Coefficient
λ0
λ1
λ2

−6.60
−0.06
0.68

SE
0.26
0.02
0.33

Marginal utility from
percent white

Marginal utility from
poverty rate

Coefficient

SE

Coefficient

SE

3.10
0.76
0.30
0.75
0.94
0.76
1.34

3.19
1.11
0.87
−3.16
−0.81
−1.68
−11.86

2.23
1.13
0.43
1.12
1.84
1.23
2.11

6.95
−0.82
−0.07
−1.16
0.03
0.80
−3.38

β1
β0

Marginal utility from
distance to jobs

Marginal utility from
school quality

Coefficient

SE

Coefficient

SE

−0.05
0.04
−0.0002
−0.04
0.01
0.02
−0.07

0.03
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.02
0.04

0.03
0.12
0.001
0.02
0.03
−0.02
−0.19

0.07
0.05
0.02
0.05
0.06
0.05
0.10

β1
β0

Notes: Standard errors computed using bootstrap. The table shows the maximum likelihood estimates for the firststage structural parameters characterizing the marginal utility of (aggregate) consumption of goods and housing
services, as well as moving costs and parameters of the marginal utility from neighborhood characteristics (poverty
rate, percent white, distance to jobs, and school quality). The parameters associated with the six observable household characteristics represent utility interaction effects between such characteristics and the corresponding neighborhood characteristic. Also shown in the table are the baseline marginal utilities estimated in the second-stage
decomposition using IV. Estimation sample includes only control group (G = 0) and experimental group (G = 1)
observations. Section 8 held out for out-sample validation. Distance to jobs is measured in minutes using public
transportation. School quality is measured by average fourth grade math and language test scores in the census tract.
The effect of distance on moving costs is measured in miles.

distance. Finally, we find that λ2 is positive, indicating a significant effect of mobility counseling for the experimental group in reducing moving costs.
The results in Table 3 have no direct interpretation in dollar values, however,
marginal willingness to pay measures are easily interpretable. The annual marginal
β  X  I

i
. For example, we
willingness to pay for attribute k of household iis given by _
  i, kC 

β  

find nonwhite households have an average annual willingness to pay of −$122.10
for a 1-percentage-point increase in the number of white neighbors.43

43
We require the second-stage estimate for the parameter β
  X0  associated with the neighborhood characteristic percent white to compute WTP for this characteristic. However, as noted above, for all of the policy
analysis conducted in Section V, we do not need to decompose δ and only require the first-stage estimates of
θ = (β  C  , β  X1    , λ0   , λ1   , λ2   , {δj }j=1
  J ) .
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The negative estimate of WTP shows that these households would have to be compensated to accept this change in neighborhood characteristics and likely reflects
preferences for neighbors of the same race. The differential average willingness to
pay for percent white between whites and nonwhites is $190.90. As a point of comparison, using a somewhat different model and a mixture of homeowners and renters
in the Bay Area, Bayer and McMillan (2012) estimate a differential willingness to
pay for percent white (between whites and blacks) of $117.60. Finally, as mentioned
above, one could estimate the model without using the experimental variation by
using the control group only. When we do this, the parameter results are quite different. In particular, β
   Cis poorly identified using the control group only. Relative to
the results above, the coefficient falls by about 50 percent, the standard error more
than doubles, and the parameter is not significant at the 5 percent level, suggesting
that the experimentally generated variation is the key source of identifying power.
IV. Model Validation

In this section, we provide evidence for how well our model fits the data, using
both in-sample and out-of-sample exercises. To do this, we compare key empirical
moments observed in the MTO data with the corresponding moments predicted by
the model. In both cases, we find strong validation of our model and estimation
approach.44
The first moment we consider is the (ex post) mean exposure to given neighborhood characteristics, X
  , conditional on assignment to a given group, E
 [X | G = g].
We calculate this moment for the four neighborhood characteristics: poverty rate,
percent white, distance to jobs, and school quality.
The second moment that we try to match is the subsidy take-up rate conditional
on group assignment, E[D | G = g]. That is, the proportion of households who move
using the subsidy, conditional on treatment status. To compute the model prediction
for take-up, we compute, for each treatment group, the probability of moving to
neighborhoods where the subsidies could be used. This method of computing the
model’s prediction of take-up assumes households behave rationally and, for a given
neighborhood, would take advantage of a subsidy if a subsidy were available. For
Section 8 households, there is no reason to not use the subsidy if moving. Therefore,
the probability of moving is equal to the probability of moving using the subsidy.
For experimental households, the subsidy take-up rate equals the rate at which these
households moved to low-poverty neighborhoods.
Finally, we consider an alternative version of the moments relating to exposure
to neighborhood attributes Xwhere we condition on subsidy take-up (as well as
conditioning on treatment assignment) E[X | G = g, D = 1].45 As before, we do
this for the neighborhood attributes of poverty rate, percent white, distance to jobs,
and school quality.

44
To compute empirical moments, we take averages across the appropriate MTO households. To compute
model-predicted moments, we use the estimated model to compute the corresponding moments, by integrating over
Z  , ϵ , and S .
45
Since we are conditioning on take-up (i.e., conditioning on moving using the subsidy), these conditional
moments are not defined for the control group Gi  = 0. 
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Table 4—Within-Sample Fit
Data

Model

All
C+E

0
Control

1
Exp

All
C+E

0
Control

1
Exp

Unconditional on move using the subsidy
Percent who move

0.49

0.29

0.65

0.49

0.29

0.65

Mean poverty rate
Mean percent white
School quality
Distance to jobs

0.28
0.41
33.7
43.2

0.37
0.32
31.9
40.3

0.20
0.48
35.1
45.5

0.27
0.44
34.3
41.4

0.34
0.37
33.1
40.1

0.21
0.50
35.3
42.4

Percent who move using the subsidy

0

0.55

0

0.47

Conditional on move using the subsidy
Mean poverty rate
Mean percent white
School quality
Distance to jobs

—
—
—
—

0.06
0.69
38.2
48.3

—
—
—
—

0.07
0.75
38.9
43.7

165

204

Observations

369

Notes: Empirical moments computed directly from final analysis sample of MTO households. Within-sample fit
evaluated only on observations used in estimation (control and experimental groups only). Control group observation are not assigned subsidies so none of them move using the subsidy. Note that moments computed conditional
on subsidy take-up are not defined for the control group.

Table 4 shows the quality of fit within the estimating samples of the control and
experimental groups. As can be seen in the table, the model does a very good job
of matching key features of the MTO data. Our model is able to replicate well the
behavior of MTO participants in these two groups.
With the exception of moving costs, all of the model’s parameters are assumed
to be constant across group assignment. Therefore, we find the fact that we match
typical exposure to neighborhood attributes separately for the control and experimental groups encouraging, particularly given that the exposure levels are very
different across these groups in the actual data. Table 4 illustrates this point. In the
data, the mean ex post exposure to poverty is 37 percent in the control group and
20 percent in the experimental group; a similar pattern of large differences between
control group and experimental group exposure can be seen for percentage white,
school quality, and distance to jobs. The model somewhat over predicts the exposure
to percentage white and matches the other neighborhood moments very well, even
though the respective utility parameters are constant across groups. Furthermore, we
have similar success at matching these moments when we additionally condition on
subsidy take-up. The moment we have most difficulty predicting is the percentage
who move using the subsidy.
With access to a second treatment group, we also provide external validation of
our model following the strategy in Todd and Wolpin (2006). That is, we can see
how the model performs when applied to a sample that was randomly assigned
to different moving incentives, but was not used in estimation.46 For our test of
As Keane and Wolpin (2007) point out, randomized holdout samples that are experimentally assigned to
different incentives provide one of the most convincing model validation strategies for structural models. Keane
46
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Table 5—Out-of-Sample Fit

Data

Section 8
Model

Unconditional on move using the subsidy
Mean poverty rate
Mean percent white
School quality
Distance to jobs

0.27
0.34
32.7
41.7

0.25
0.42
34.2
41.1

Percent who move/percent who move using the subsidy

0.63

0.70

Conditional on move using the subsidy
Mean poverty rate
Mean percent white
School quality
Distance to jobs

0.20
0.38
33.6
42.4

0.19
0.50
35.2
41.0

Observations

172

Notes: Subsample of Section 8 households held out for external model validation. Empirical
moments computed directly from final analysis sample of MTO households. Out-of-sample fit
evaluated on observations not used in estimation (Section 8 group only).

o ut-of-sample fit, we assess whether the model is able to replicate the neighborhood
choice patterns of the Section 8 group that was offered an unrestricted subsidy.
These observations (which were not used in estimation), faced different incentives
as they were given no mobility counseling and had no location restrictions on subsidy use.47
As may be seen in Table 5, the model is successful at matching the behavior of
observations in the Section 8 group. The model over predicts exposure to white
neighbors and the take-up rate, but matches the other six moments almost exactly.
The success of the model is noteworthy given that the decisions made by the
Section 8 group, as well as the incentives, are quite different from either the control
or experimental groups.48
V. Counterfactual and Policy Experiments

With strong evidence of external validation, we consider various counterfactual
experiments using our model. Specifically, we look at (i) disentangling the effects
of mobility counseling and location constraints; (ii) varying τ  , the poverty-based
and Wolpin also propose a compelling nonrandom holdout sample approach for situations in which an experimentally generated validation sample is not available.
47
Ideally, one would also like to see if the model predicted well the location decisions of MTO participants in
other sites. However, an important feature of our model and estimation approach is that we control for unobserved
neighborhood attributes ξ j , which precludes making predictions about neighborhood choices for MTO participants
outside of Boston.
48
The numbers in Tables 4 and 5 provide the necessary ingredients to compute various ITT and TOT effects.
One can compute and compare the empirical treatment effects estimated from the raw data with the ones based on
the corresponding predictions from the structural model. An ITT effect is just the difference in a mean outcome
(e.g., mobility rate or exposure to certain neighborhood attribute) between a treatment group (either experimental
or Section 8) and the control group. An estimate of the corresponding TOT effect is given by the ITT effect divided
by the subsidy take-up rate.
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location constraint faced by the experimental group; and (iii) supplementing this
poverty-based constraint with additional race-based constraints.
A. Disentangling Counseling and Locations Constraints
Recall that the take-up rates for the two treatment groups were very different.
The two features of the experimental treatment influence households in opposite
directions: mobility counseling encourages moving whereas location restrictions
on subsidy use discourage moving. Using the mean difference in take-up between
the two treatment groups, we can only conclude that location restrictions dominate
counseling but cannot identify their separate magnitudes. To disentangle the two
effects, we simulate moving behavior for the experimental treatment group without
mobility counseling by setting λ2   = 0. In our simulation, the location restrictions
alone reduce take-up from 70 percent to 37 percent. When we add the mobility
counseling, simulated take-up increases back up to 47 percent. This is consistent
with work by Shroder (2003), who finds that the experimental group would need to
be exposed to an extremely large counseling intensity to make up for the negative
effects of the location constraint on take-up.
B. Stringency of Location Constraints and Take-Up
We also explore alternative policies where we vary the stringency of the location
constraint τ . The experimental group faced a constraint of τ = 10%. For our simulations, we consider the following different values for τ :
	
τ ∈ {2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 15, 20}.

We then focus on take-up, and the change in exposure to neighborhood characteristics that these policies generate. The idea is to see whether more stringent location
restrictions are successful in changing exposure to certain neighborhood characteristics, such as a low poverty rate in the neighborhood of residence. Of course,
a lower (i.e., more stringent) poverty threshold τfor the location constraint would
mechanically reduce exposure to poverty among those households that still decide
to use the restricted subsidy. However, this positive effect could be outweighed by
reduced take-up resulting from the more stringent location constraint associated
with the subsidy.
As can be seen in Table 6, changing the restrictions on the maximum allowed
poverty rate of the destination neighborhood ( τ)changes the take-up rate substantially. When τ = 2.5%, the take-up rate is only 4 percent , whereas with a less stringent τ = 20%it goes up to 63 percent. These simulations illustrate how binding
the location constraints on subsidy use really are. The mean exposure to poverty
resulting from these alternative policies actually declines with increases in τ.
As we reduce τ , exposure to poverty is reduced conditional on subsidy take-up.
However, as we reduce τ , the subsidy take-up rate also falls. For the range of values that we consider, this second effect is stronger and reducing τ leads to higher
overall exposure to poverty. The minimum unconditional average exposure to poverty for the experimental group is 20 percent and it is achieved at τ = 20%. Note,
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Table 6—Alternative Neighborhood Poverty Rate Cutoffs (Percent)
τ
(1)

Take-up
(2)

Mean poverty
rate (given
take-up)
(3)

2.5
5
7.5
10
15
20

4
16
32
47
57
63

2
4
5
7
9
11

Mean
poverty rate
(unconditional)
(4)

Mean percent
white
(given take-up)
(5)

Mean percent
white
(unconditional)
(6)

30
27
24
21
20
20

90
87
77
75
70
65

37
42
46
50
51
50

WTP
relative
to MTO
(7)

−$1,494
−$1,177
−$647
$0
$503
$878

Notes: Column 1 indexes counterfactual housing assistance policies that would introduce a more stringent
(τ < 10%) or lenient (τ > 10%) location constraint relative to that implemented in MTO (τ = 10%). Column 2
shows what the take-up rate for the experimental group would be under each of the policies. Columns 3 and 5 display the resulting exposure to neighborhood characteristics (poverty rate and percent white) for those experimental
households who decide to use the subsidy under each policy. Columns 4 and 6 show the unconditional exposures
for the experimental group, by taking also into account the residential outcomes of those households that do not take
up the subsidy offer. Column 7 measures annual willingness to pay in 1997 US$ for each of the alternative policies
(relative to the specific MTO policy). See text for details on the computation of WTP. All counterfactual policies in
this table include counseling services. MTO policy allowed some households to move to places with poverty rate
over 10 percent but still below 11 percent.

h owever, that the unconditional poverty exposure induced by the actual MTO policy
(τ = 10%)is just one percentage point higher (21 percent) and that the pattern
is fairly flat between τ = 10%and τ = 20%. An alternative way of gauging the
strength of the location constraints exploits our estimate of the marginal utility of
consumption and calculates the willingness to pay (WPT) for alternative policies.
In particular, we compute the average WTP for an alternative policy (relative to the
N1
1
  ∑i=1
  WTPi  τ  where the willingness to pay of experimental houseMTO policy) as  _
N1
hold ito get alternative policy τis denoted by WTPi  τ  and is defined as follows:
(23)	
E[ max
 
  vij  (τ, Ii  − WT Pi  τ    )}]  = E[max
 
  vij  (τ  MTO  , Ii  )}]  .
j {
j {




These measures of willingness to pay make use of our estimate of β
   C , and show that
households in the experimental group are willing to pay $878 per year to relax the
location constraint from τ   MTO  = 10%to τ = 20%.Similarly, households in the
experimental group are willing to pay $1,494 per year to avoid changing the location
constraint from τ    MTO  = 10%to τ = 2.5%.49
C. A Desegregation Experiment
Finally, we explore what would have happened if the location restrictions regarding low poverty had been supplemented with a restriction on the racial composition of the destination neighborhood, similar in spirit to what the Gautreaux project

49
These average willingness to pay figures include households that would not move in either treatment. If we
conditioned the willingness to pay measure on moving in both treatments or on moving in one of the treatments, the
willingness to pay figures would naturally be larger.
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implemented.50 The Gautreaux program included a location constraint that only
allowed subsidy use in neighborhoods in which no more than 30 percent of the
households were black.51 We use our model to simulate the implications of an
additional race-based location constraint for subsidy take-up and the resulting exposure to neighborhood characteristics.
We use a threshold of 30 percent as in Gautreaux, however, as our data only
reveal white and nonwhite we impose the restriction on nonwhite rather than on
black. Table 7 presents the results for nonwhite households, those most likely
affected by the new constraint. As can be seen in the table, the additional location
restrictions based on race substantially reduce take-up. Implementing a Gautreauxstyle restriction (percent Nonwhitej  ≤ 30 percent)on top of the original restriction (Povj  ≤ 10 percent)would have reduced the subsidy take-up rate among
nonwhite experimental households in Boston from 44.1 percent to 35.4 percent.52
Interestingly, this combined policy is not successful at further reducing exposure
to poverty, beyond what can be achieved with the MTO policy. The ex post unconditional exposure to poverty rate is essentially the same (22.0 percent under MTO
versus 23.6 percent under the combined policy).
Moreover, despite its focus on race, a Gautreaux-like restriction would not significantly change exposure to other minority households (i.e., nonwhite experimental households end up exposed, on average, to neighborhoods with 46.7 percent
white households under MTO and 47.1 percent under the combined policy). While
the average racial composition of the neighborhood of residence changes substantially for those who do take up the subsidy with the two restrictions (percent white
increases from 72.8 percent to 83.6 percent), the take-up rate is much smaller and
therefore many more households remain in the public housing projects in highly
segregated neighborhoods. The end result is that the neighborhood racial composition would be, on average, the same for this population whether or not we supplement the basic MTO location constraint with a race-based location constraint.
VI. Conclusion

We use data from the MTO experiment to estimate a model of neighborhood
choice. The experimentally generated data are used for both estimation and out of
sample validation. We rely on data from the control group and the experimental
treatment group for estimation while holding out data from the unrestricted Section
8 treatment group for out-of-sample validation. The experimental variation is shown
to be a powerful source of identification for one of the model’s key structural parameters. The estimated model is successful is replicating the mobility and neighborhood
choice patterns of low-income households receiving housing assistance. Model fit
is good within the estimating sample and the model is also successful at r eplicating
50
As discussed in Cutler and Glaeser (1997), racial segregation may theoretically have either positive or negative effects. However, they find empirically that decreasing segregation would significantly improve outcomes for
black households.
51
See Rosenbaum (1995) for more details about the Gautreaux project and its results.
52
Note that the location restriction embodied in a Gautreaux-like intervention is relatively easy to comply with
in the Boston metropolitan area. This is because the vast majority of neighborhoods in Boston are predominantly
white. Therefore, take-up rate and WTP for this type of policy could be even lower in other cities where fewer
neighborhoods satisfy the race-based constraint.
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Table 7—Adding Race-Based Location Constraints to MTO (Percent)
Take-up

Mean poverty
rate (unconditional)

MTO (experimental subsidy)
44.1
22.0

MTO + Race-based location constraint
35.4
23.6

Mean poverty
rate (given take-up)

Mean percent white
Mean percent
(unconditional)
white (given take-up)

7.2

46.7

72.8

6.9

47.1

83.6

Notes: Simulations in this table are for nonwhite households. First row shows take-up and exposure to neighborhood characteristics (conditional on take-up and unconditionally) for the experimental subsidy as implemented in
MTO. This is similar to the fourth row in Table 6, but for nonwhite households only. The second row shows the
impact of adding a race constraint to the poverty-constrained, counseling-assisted MTO subsidy given to the experimental group. The race constraint resembles that used in Gautreaux by conditioning subsidy use to neighborhoods
with more than 70 percent white households.

the behavior of the Section 8 group, a random subset of households not used in estimation and experimentally exposed to different moving incentives.
We use the estimated model to separate the quantitative importance of the two
bundled features of treatment for the experimental group. We find that the effects
of counseling and poverty-based location constraints are both large and that the
location constraints end up dominating, which explains the lower take-up for the
experimental group. We also show that subsidy take-up is sensitive to the particular
design of the location constraint, with very stringent constraints inducing very low
take-up. In particular, we show that due to reduced subsidy take-up rates, restricting subsidy use to very low (i.e., lower than what was required by MTO) poverty
neighborhoods would actually increase average exposure to poverty. Finally, we
show that supplementing the MTO intervention with a Gautreaux-style race-based
location constraint would not change the average unconditional exposure to neighborhood characteristics in the population assigned to the experimental treatment.
Appendix A: Data Details
Neighborhood Attributes.—Our model includes four observable attributes: poverty rate, percent white, distance to jobs, and school quality. The poverty rate at the
census tract level was computed using data from 1990 decennial population census,
as this was the relevant rate used to verify whether a given apartment was located
in a neighborhood that satisfied the experimental constraint. While our choice set is
defined using census tract from the 2000 census, we use a crosswalk between census
tract numbers for 2000 and 1990 to recover the appropriate poverty rate whenever
a tract splits or two tracts merge between the two censuses. Percent white and distance to jobs were taken from the 2000 census. Percent white is just the number
of white persons in the census tract divided by the total population in the census
tract. Distance to jobs is measured as the average (within the census tract) number
of minutes it takes to get to their jobs for those using public transportation. We also
use the 2000 census to obtain the median age of rental units in the census tract,
which helps us create instruments. Finally, to get a proxy measure of school quality, we used the 2001 Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS)
results. All children from third grade up to high school sit for this exam, but the
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subject examined varies across grades (it can be either math or English language
arts (ELA), or both). The main criterion for school eligibility is proximity (one-half
of the seats in each school are reserved for students who live at one mile or less
from the school). Although we are not able to individualize each child, we have the
raw scores for each test taken at every school. Using data on each school’s location
from the Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education, we
can then average the scores at the zip code level. We then use a zip-code-to-census
tract crosswalk to assign an average test score for each census tract using the corresponding zip codes. We use the average math and ELA test scores for fourth grade.
Using Census Data to Compute Neighborhood Shares.—Since the MTO data are
too small to reliably compute shares for the approximately 600 neighborhoods in the
choice set, we rely on data from the 2000 census. Of course a random household in
the census renting within our choice set cannot be expected to be representative of
an MTO household. Therefore, we compute the neighborhood shares by reweighting
and aggregating the neighborhood choices made by these census households. While
we do not have access to census microdata, we use publicly available tabulations
with counts of renters by race and income bracket for each census tract. Using these
counts, we construct a dataset that contains hundreds of thousands of renters residing in the census tracts that comprise our choice set. We then have neighborhood
  CEN
.
choice d  , income bracket Ĩ, and race wfor these N  CEN households: {dn  , Ĩn  , wn}n  N=1
The empirical share for neighborhood jis then given by

∑

(

){

  CEN
 Nn=1
   α Ĩn  , wn   I dn  = j 
cen
___________________
 
,
  
(24)	
π  j    =     
  CEN
 Nn=1
   α Ĩn  , wn 

∑

(

)

}

where the weights are constructed using
p  MTO( Ĩ, w)
________ 
(25)	
α( Ĩ, w) =  
p  CEN( Ĩ, w)

and p  MTO(Ĩ, w)and p  CEN(Ĩ, w)are the empirical joint probability mass functions
for race (w = 1if white, 0otherwise) and household income (bracket) observed
in MTO and census, respectively; p   MTO(Ĩ, w) is generated by bracketing the total
household income reported in 2001 by an MTO household, using the same income
brackets for which we have renter counts by race in the 2000 census. By construction, this procedure makes sure that the (reweighted) census households have the
same joint distribution of (Ĩ, w)as the households enrolled in MTO.
Final Analysis Sample.—Our final analysis sample includes 541 MTO households from the Boston area. To arrive at our final sample we focus on the 604 households who (i) had only one adult and at least one child at baseline; (ii) had valid
information on the census tract of their original and, if moved, subsequently chosen
residential location; (iii) had original and, if moved, subsequent locations within our
choice set; and (iv) had a basis for baseline household income imputation (i.e., the
household head was either on welfare and/or working at baseline). Of these 604,
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we drop approximately 10 percent of households whose neighborhood choice cannot be easily rationalized within our simple model and one outlier whose estimated
baseline income was too high.
Household-Level Variables.—We use seven individual-level household variables.
We have indicators for race (=1 if white, =0 otherwise) and for marital status (=1 if
household head had never married, =0 otherwise). Our measure of household size is
an integer larger than or equal to 2, as we focus on households with just one adult and
at least one child at baseline. This variable is used to determine welfare benefits and
the appropriate FMR to be used when computing the housing subsidy that corresponds
to the household. We also use three dummy variable indicators (=1 if statement is
true, =0 otherwise) for whether (i) the household had moved three times before; (ii)
it had applied for Section 8 assistance before enrolling in MTO; and (iii) it reported
being very dissatisfied with the neighborhood. Regarding household income at baseline note that we focus on households with only one adult. When that adult is on
welfare at baseline, we use the welfare benefits prevailing in Massachusetts in 1997
for a household with the appropriate number of children. Welfare benefits increase
with the number of children. If the adult is working at baseline, we impute annual
predicted labor earnings deflated back to 1997 using a regression of log weekly earnings (reported by working MTO adults in 2001) on age, age squared, and education.
If the adult is working and is on welfare, we take the sum of the two.
Finally, to be consistent with our model we must be careful when constructing the
neighborhood choice variable. First, in the model we assume that all control group
moves pay market rent. However, a few control households report receiving Section
8 subsidies and living in a private unit at follow-up. An analogous issue arises with
experimental households who didn’t use the location-restricted subsidy offered
through MTO. We drop these households. Another set of control group households,
who moved to a new unit, report receiving public housing or project-based housing assistance at the time of follow-up. We consider these control households are
reassignments within the Boston public housing system and treat them as stayers
in the original tract, which given our model, is the most natural option as we don’t
model reassignments. We apply the same rule to experimental households who
didn’t use the location-restricted subsidy offered through MTO. In addition, to avoid
further reduction in sample size we treat the few for whom we don’t know about
housing assistance receipt at the time of follow-up the same as those who report no
assistance.
A couple of additional issues arise when dealing with some experimental households. First, we drop any experimental household who is recorded as having moved
using the MTO subsidy, but who is observed to be living in a census tract whose 1990
poverty rate is above the cutoff, as this violates the location constraint. Similarly,
in the model an experimental household who moves to a low-poverty census tract
should always use the subsidy. While this is the case for the majority of experimental households, we drop those observations who have not used the subsidy but are
living in a low-poverty area at the time of follow-up.
Finally, in the model we assume that whenever a Section 8 household moves to
any neighborhood, it finds it in its interest to use the subsidy. Yet, a few Section 8
households are identified as not using the subsidy but observed to have moved into
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a different census tract by the time of follow-up. If these households report being
in public housing or receiving project-based assistance, we treat them as stayers,
as this more accurately reflects their choice to decline the Section 8 subsidy at the
time of random assignment. Some few other Section 8 households initially declined
to use the subsidy offered through MTO, but subsequently made a move and report
receiving Section 8 assistance at the time of follow-up. We treat these households
as actually having taken up the Section 8 subsidy offered through MTO. We also
drop those that were originally identified as having not used the subsidy, moved to
a different census tract, and where we either don’t know whether they are receiving
or know they are not receiving housing assistance. Finally, we also drop the few
Section 8 households who moved using the subsidy but did not change census tracts.
It is worth reiterating that, as explained above, despite all the cleaning steps
required to smoothly integrate the neighborhood choice data into our model, we
lose only 10 percent of the data due to all these considerations.
Neighborhood Choice Set.—The neighborhood choice set for our model includes
585 census tracts in four counties within the Boston primary metropolitan statistical
area for which we are able to compute an index for the price of housing services.
These counties are Suffolk (which includes the city of Boston), Norfolk, Middlesex,
and Essex. The intersection of the Boston PMSA and these four counties contains
624 tracts. Based on real estate transactions data, we are able to compute a housing
price index for all but five of them. We lose 32 additional tracts due to lack of school
quality data and two tracts due to lack of access to jobs data. The choice set used in
the model includes the remaining 585 tracts for which we have all four neighborhood attributes as well estimated prices for housing services.
Appendix B: Indirect Utilities
For a given decision of Hi  ∗j  the indirect utility function can be found by first solving for optimal consumption C
 i  ∗j   using (9) and then plugging optimal consumption
into (11).
If households stay in their existing neighborhood, they have no choice over
 i  ej  , regardless of
the level of Hijto consume and must consume their endowment, H
assignment category. Housing services, overall (log) consumption, and (log) indirect utilities are given by
(26)

Hi  ∗j   =  H ije 

(27) log (Cij  ∗    ) = (1 − β  H  ) log ((1 − σ ) Ii  ) + β  H  log ( Hij  e   )
(28)        vij  =  β  C  ((1 − β  H  ) log ((1 − σ) Ii  ) + β  H  log (Hij  e   )) + δj  + X  ′j   β  X1   Zi  + ϵij.
For control group movers and those in the experimental group who move to a
neighborhood where the poverty rate (Povj) exceeds the allowable threshold, τ  ,
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there is no subsidy. Therefore, the relevant budget constraint is Rij  = rj Hi. Housing
services, overall (log) consumption, and (log) indirect utilities are given by
Ii
(29)	H i∗j    =  β  H  _
r j 
(30)

log ( Cij  ∗    ) = Ψ + log ( Ii  ) − β  H  log ( rj  )

(31)    
vij  =  β  C  (Ψ + log (Ii  ) − β  H  log (rj  )) + δj  + X  ′j   β  X1   Zi  + λij  + ϵij  ,
where Ψ = (1 − β  H  ) log (1 − β  H  ) + β  H  log ( β  H  ).
For experimental group movers who comply with the restriction and for all Section 8
group movers, the relevant budget constraint when the subsidy is given as a voucher
is
 {0, rj Hi  − [ρi   − σ Ii]}.
 
	
Rij  = max



by

Housing services, overall (log) consumption, and (log) indirect utilities are given

(1 − σ) Ii  + ρi ______
ρ   − σ Ii
  
,   i r 
(32)	H i∗j    = max {β  H  __________
r 

 }
j

(33)

j

log (Cij  ∗  ) = min{  Ψ + log ((1 − σ)Ii  + ρi)

ρ   − σ Ii
− β  Hlog (rj), (1 − β  H) log (Ii  ) + β  Hlog (______
  i r 
 )}
j

(34)	
vij   = β  C (min{Ψ + log ((1 − σ) Ii  + ρi ) − β  Hlog (rj), (1 − β  H) log (Ii  )
ρ   − σ Ii
X
  i r   
+ β  Hlog (______
)})  + δj  + X  ′j   β  1   Zi  + λij  + ϵij.
j

Finally, for those using a certificate, it will always be optimal for the household
to choose housing services such that the rent is exactly equal to the certificate value.
Housing services, overall (log) consumption, and (log) indirect utilities are given by
(35)
(36)

ρi 
Hi  ∗j    =   _
r j 

ρ 
log(Cij  ∗    ) = (1 − β  H  ) log ((1 − σ ) Ii  ) + β  H  log   _
  ri   
( j)

ρ 
(37)	
vij  =  β  C (1 − β  H) log ((1 − σ) Ii) + β  Hlog  (__
  ri  ) 

(

+ δj  + X  ′j   β  X1   Zi  + λij  + ϵij.

j

)
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Appendix C: Out-of-Pocket Rent Function
R̃i, j

Ri, j

Rˆ i, j

σIi

45°

ρ i − σI i

ρi

rjHi

Figure C1

The experiment affected household behavior through the out-of-pocket rent function as given in (4). The function can be seen graphically in Figure C1. In the vertical axis the figure shows Rij , the actual out-of-pocket rent that household ipays in a
 i
given neighborhood j .The horizontal axis displays r j Hi , the market cost of renting H
units of housing in neighborhood j. The line R̃ ijdenotes the out-of-pocket rent function for certificate recipients (from either Section 8 group for any jor experimental
group whenever Povj  ≤ 10%). The line Rˆ ijdenotes the out-of-pocket rent function
for voucher recipients (from either Section 8 group for any jor experimental group
whenever Povj  ≤ 10%).Any nonmover who remains in the public housing projects
pays σ Ii  .Finally, the 45-degree line characterizes the out-of-pocket rent function
for control group movers as well as experimental group movers in neighborhoods
that do not satisfy the location constraint (Povj  > 10%).
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